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Abstract—Membrane computing is a computational
framework that depends on the behavior and structure of living
cells. P systems are arising from the biological processes which
occur in the living cells’ organelles in a non-deterministic and
maximally parallel manner. This paper aims to build a powerful
computational model that combines the rules of active and
mobile membranes, called Mutual Dynamic Membranes (MDM).
The proposed model will describe the biological mechanisms of
the metabolic regulation of mitochondrial dynamics made by
mitochondrial membranes. The behaviors of the proposed model
regulate the mitochondrial fusion and fission processes based on
the combination of P systems variants. The combination of
different variants in our computational model and their high
parallelism lead to provide the possibility for solving problems
that belong to NP-complete classes in polynomial time in a more
efficient way than other conventional methods. To evaluate this
model, it was applied to solve the SAT problem and calculate a
set of computational complexity results that approved the quality
of our model. Another contribution of this paper, the biological
models of mitochondrial is presented in the formal class
relationship diagrams were designed and illustrated using
Unified Modeling Language (UML). This mechanism will be used
to define a new specification of membrane processes into ObjectOriented Programming (OOP) to add the functionality of a
common programming methodology to solve a large category of
NP-hard problems as an interesting initiative of future research.
Keywords—Computational biology; P systems; membranes
fusion – fission; mitochondria; Mutual Dynamic Membranes
(MDM); NP- complete problems

I.

INTROUDCTION

A lot of ideas in Bioinformatics have attracted the attention
of researchers. These ideas have been inspired by living cells,
their organics, and their membranes that have been used to
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compute and model a large number of problems in
computational science. Natural Computing is a wide field that
describes computational methods and processes inspired by
natural environments. The natural computing frameworks that
are known to solve computational problems are, for example:
DNA computing [1], automata computing [2], quantum
computing [3], genetic algorithms [4], and neural networks [5].
Similarly, membrane computing is abstracted to solve hard
problems in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [6].
Membrane computing is introduced by Păun in 1998 and
was inspired by paradigmatic computation based on the
structure, behavior, and functions of living cells [7]. One of
such outcomes is the P systems, a category of various
biological parallel computing models which can be considered
as universal computing paradigms [8]. P systems projected
efficient computational models by combining the structural and
dynamic properties of biological systems [9]. As a result, many
fields such as the formal languages [10], theory of
computability [11], and theory of computational complexity
[12] with intractable problems were solved by the biological
model, called P systems [13].
Some of the biological phenomena of the living cells were
incorporated into membrane computing as an influential kind
of computational concepts, cell-like P systems. According to
these phenomena, the framework of active membranes in
polarizationless P systems [14] are developed and evaluated by
using rewriting rules [7] which can be merged, divided,
separated, or passed through membranes [15]. Another variant
of cell-like P system was inspired by cells movement as
exocytosis and endocytosis rules that are expressed of the
outside and inside processes of neighboring membranes, this
variant is called mobile membranes [16].
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this aspect, our biological models are considered a
computational method for the development of object
relationship diagrams. Then the objects structure and their
actions are represented by UML diagrams. These diagrams can
be implemented using object-oriented programming to be used
as an analysis tool for complex data of mitochondria neural
diseases to extract the diseases‟ characteristics, causes, and
insights as an initiation in huge applications of data science.
The object relationship diagrams will be used to develop
machine learning algorithms in the future work.

Fig. 1. P Systems Variants.

A general form of cell-like P systems variants is shown in
Fig. 1. Each variant has a set of rules describing the basic
structure of any model designed to solve computational
problems. The main components used in the proposed model
are represented by green arrows and compartments in Fig. 1.
The living cells have organelles called mitochondria;
mitochondrion is a dynamic organelle capable of interacting
with each other. It is responsible for producing energy
molecules in the living cell, Adenosine Triphosphate, (ATP)
[17]. The function of mitochondria depends on four processes,
fusion, fission, motility, and Mitophagy [17]. In the current
work, the focus is on the first two operations, fusion and fission
that will be introduced in a powerful computational model. The
influential division rule is cooperative with mutual exo and
mutual endo rules in (MDM) model. All rules are applied in
parallel and non-deterministically selecting the membranes, the
rules, and the objects. In the case a set of rules can be executed
in each step, but no other rules can be added to this set and no
membranes and objects can be evolve at the same time; this is
indicated to the parallelism mechanism is maximal for a final
solution.
The basic idea is to develop a set of rules that will be the
bases of a model to solve NP hard problems through the
interactions of the objects, those set of rules are an abstraction
of the natural biological generation of energy in human cells.
From which conclusions can be achieved. The benefit is to
develop a new set of AI models that do not need a priori
knowledge nor learning, and moreover to model
standardization in smart application development.
Our target is to represent the computability and complexity
of an unconventional computing system as a theoretical solvent
for NP-complete problems in Polynomial/ linear time. In the
current work, the combination of variants of P systems in the
model, using real operations, leads to solve a number of
problems belonging to different classes further than NP in a
more efficient manner than other classical computing systems.
A semi-uniform linear time solution has been introduced to
SAT problem using (MDM), with 3 membranes only as
described in the initial configuration of the fission model.
Finally, another side is the need for alternative mechanisms
and unconventional methods to describe and illustrate complex
biomolecular processes which have actions, behaviors, and
functions are vitality to the health of human. Accordingly, to

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the
concepts of active and mobile membranes, as well as their
basic conceptions of P systems. The third section is dedicated
to the elaboration of the related work. The proposed model,
(MDM) is introduced and modeled in Section IV. Efficient
Solutions to different classes of problems by the proposed
model and a semi-uniform linear time solution have been
introduced to SAT problem using the proposed model (MDM),
with 3 membranes only as presented in the initial configuration
of the fission model is explained in Section V. UML diagrams
representations will be introduced in Section VI. A final
conclusion and some future researches lines are given in
Section VII.
II. DEFINITIONS OF P SYSTEMS WITH ACTIVE AND MOBILE
MEMBRANES
The distributed parallel computing models included P
systems class arisen from the membrane computing
framework. In the present work, the important processes in
mitochondria are recruitment. The combination of two
important classes of rules described in P systems models,
active and mobile membranes are presented as a new model,
(MDM).
The first class is the active membranes variant. It has
evolution, merging, division, and communication rules. The
second class is the mobile membranes variant, which is
inspired by biological events such as cell membrane mobility,
Endocytosis, and Exocytosis processes. It has four types:
simple, enhanced, mutual mobile membranes and mutual
mobile membranes with objects on the surface [18]. We will
focus on the third type, mutual mobile membranes. It's worth
noting that the rules permit a membrane to move independently
of the other membranes involved. According to this property,
the mutual mobile membrane is completely suitable for fusion
and fission mitochondria.
The fundamental notions of P systems with active and
mutual mobile membranes are constructed as follows:
П= (V, H, µ, W, R, i), where:
1) V is the alphabet (non-empty and finite) objects;
2) H is a finite set of labels for membranes, labeled h1, h2,
…, hn; (n ≥ 1 the degree of the system);
3) µ is the membrane structure, composed of n
membranes;
4) W is string, w1, w2, …, wn on V which represent the
multisets of objects present in regions h1, h2, ..., hn of the
membrane structure µ;
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5) R is finite sets of evolutionary rules related to regions
h1, h2, ..., hn of membrane structure, for the following forms;
6) i∈ H⋃ {environment}, is either one of the regions h1,
h2, ..., hn and the respective region are the output range of the
system, or it is 0, where i = environment.
Fig. 2 presents the class of P systems with active and
mobile membrane rules as follows:
a) [a→ v]h1, where a ∈ V; v∈ V *; h1∈ H.
Object evolution rule; associated with the membrane and
depending on the label, but not directly involving the
membrane, in the sense that the membrane is neither taking
part in the application of this rule nor modified by it [7, 19, and
20].
b) a[ ]h1→ [b]h2 ,where a ,b ∈ V; h1, h2∈ H.
In-Communication rule; an object is sent in the membrane
h2 [7, 19, and 20].
c) [b]h2 →a[ ]h1 ,where a ,b ∈ V; h1, h2∈ H.
Out-Communication rule; an object is sent out of the
membrane h2 [7, 19, and 20].
d) [a]h1→ [b]h2 [c]h3, where a, b, c ∈ V; h1, h2, h3∈ H.
Division rule for elementary membrane h1; in reaction with
an object a, the membrane is divided into two new membranes
with the different labels h2 and h3, the object specified in the
rule is replaced in the two new membranes by possibly new
objects b and c; the new objects may evolve in the same step
[7, 20]. The object specified in this rule may be replaced in the
two new membranes by possibly new objects or they are
duplicated and may evolve in the same step by rule of type (a)
[7].
e) [b]h2 [c]h3→[a]h1, where a, b, c∈ V; h1, h2, h3∈ H.
Merging rule for elementary membranes h2 and h3; in
reaction with their objects b and c, they are merged into a
single membrane h1; the object a is produced in the new
membrane h1 [7, 20].

f) [ ]h1 [a]h2→ [[b]h2]h1, where a, b∈ V; h1, h2∈ H.
Mutual Endocytosis (mendo): Under the management of
object a, an elementary region labeled h2 enters the next region
named h1; the labels h1 and h2 stay the same during this
process. But the object a may be adapted to b during the
process; h1 isn't always seen as a fundamental region [7, 19].
g) [[b]h2]h1→ [ ]h1[a]h2 ,where a ,b ∈ V; h1 , h2∈ H.
Mutual Exocytosis (mexo): an elementary region labeled h2
is sent out of a region labeled h1, The labels h1 and h2 remain
unchanged during this procedure, as they are under the control
of object b, however, the object b may be changed to a during
this operation; region h1 is not always an elementary region [7,
19].
In [21] one observed that the electrical charges
(polarization) are not adapting to biological rules. In fact, using
the polarization features with mobile rules as exo and endo
rules were not common in membranes systems. Although of
that, P systems with mobile membranes have given
computational power and universality properties. Their
efficiency and ability are used to solve NP-complete problems
without using the polarization [22].
The rules of type (a) are applied in parallel (all objects that
may be developed by such rules must evolve). However, the
rules of types (b) through (g) are implemented in such a way
that only one rule of these kinds may be utilized at a time on
one membrane. Overall, the rules are applied in a nondeterministic, maximally parallel fashion; all objects and
membranes that may evolve should do so. These rules modify
the label of the membrane, but they must be implemented in a
sequential manner to avoid label conflicts.
Rules (b) and (c) are considered as a simple form without
polarization, those two powerful rules are used for in and out
communication as illustrated in [23]. Even in the limited
instance where no polarization is utilized, membrane labels are
modified. While in rules (d) and (e), P systems are used
without polarization and the membrane division and merging
rules are allowed to change the label of a membrane (Theorem
2 in [21]). This condition is to accomplish P system efficiency
and universality without polarization.
Finally, under the control of object a, the elementary
membrane labeled h2 enters the next membrane named h1; the
labels h1 and h2 stay unchanged during this operation. Hence,
object a may be changed to b throughout the endocytosis
process, rule (f). Similarly, under the control of object b, an
elementary membrane labeled h2 is expelling from a membrane
labeled h1; the two membranes labels stay the same. However,
the object b from membrane h2 can be modified throughout the
exocytosis process, rule (g).

Fig. 2. Membranes Handling Operations.

In all of the variants, the number of membranes can only be
reduced during computation by merging membranes as a result
of applying evolution rules to the objects represented in the
system. A natural possibility is to allow increases in the
number of membranes also to increase during a computation.
For example, by division, as it is well known in biology.
Actually, the membranes from biochemical are not passive.
Where, the majority of chemical compound passage across a
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membrane is accomplished by direct interaction with the
membrane itself (through the membrane's so-called protein
channels or protein gates). For the duration of this interaction,
the chemical compounds that pass during membrane can be
modified, while the membrane itself can in this way be
modified at least locally.
III. RELATED WORK
Researches of recent literature are well presented with
grateful studies in P systems models that support the
computing paradigm known as membrane computing. In
addition to simulating the biomolecular processes as fusion and
fission of mitochondria as we will introduce in this work the
same behavior with P system variants to improve solutions for
NP-complete problems. We mention a few reviews of the
membrane computing concepts and their notions [24-29].
Membrane computing is similar to quantum computing, is a
new unconventional computing model that is applied in
linguistics, sociology, optimization design, and a large number
of fields [30]. The researcher can read [27, 28, 31, 32, and 19]
to cover widely part of P systems variants.
All of the studies are represented and developed to
contribute to solving different kinds of problems from formal
languages theory [24] to power systems blunder diagnosis [34],
passing through a wide range of different research fields as in
chemical engineering, scheduling of gasoline blending [35] by
membrane computing with its application. Also, in the pattern
recognition letters, an automatic clustering algorithm by P
systems has been applied [36]. All of the mentioned
applications used different P systems models; developed
according to the problem nature whether it is theoretical or
practical. Here, the focus is on the literary works that
addressing computationally NP-complete problems using
active and mobile membrane systems and their efficiency and
computational power. The efficient variants of Membrane
systems and the formal definitions of P systems are
investigated from computational complexity theory [34].
Elegant works for NP-complete problems such as Boolean
Satisfiability (SAT) problem, has been shown with the
polynomial solutions with active membrane principles [26, 16],
The Hamiltonian Cycle Problem (HCP) [37], and Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP) [38]. SAT solution is also set by P
systems with active membranes by division rule for elementary
membranes without dissolution rule. It's verified in [39].
Separation rules are utilized instead of division rules in [40],
where it created two new membranes each of them has one
new object and the rest of them are replicating. These rules had
restrictions that created an exponential workspace in
membranes terms in polynomial time, not in objects [41, 42].
The Turing completeness is achieved by using elementary
division rules for nine membranes [16, 43].
Regarding the computational complexity of mobile
membranes, four mobile membranes are obtained to prove a
Turing machine power using evolution rules with exo and endo
rules [44].
P automata variant is used to describe a mitochondrial
fusion model [45]. It represented the procedure of specific
protein production that is necessary for mitochondrial fusion
[17]. In [33], Giannakis and Andronikos referred to use six

biological operations described in [46]. The most important
process of them is the exocytosis operation used in the
mitochondrial fusion model that concerns a mitochondrial
fusion mechanism with communication orders and specific
actions. The comparison between our model and their study
[33] will be introduced in Table I.
All of the studies are represented and developed to
contribute to solving different kinds of problems from formal
languages theory [24] to power systems blunder diagnosis [34],
passing through a wide range of different research fields as in
chemical engineering, scheduling of gasoline blending [35] by
membrane computing with its application. Also, in the pattern
recognition letters, an automatic clustering algorithm by P
systems has been applied [36]. All of the mentioned
applications used different P systems models; developed
according to the problem nature whether it is theoretical or
practical. Here, the focus is on the literary works that
addressing computationally NP-complete problems using
active and mobile membrane systems and their efficiency and
computational power. The efficient variants of Membrane
systems and the formal definitions of P systems are
investigated from computational complexity theory [34].
Elegant works for NP-complete problems such as Boolean
Satisfiability (SAT) problem, has been shown with the
polynomial solutions with active membrane principles [26, 16],
The Hamiltonian Cycle Problem (HCP) [37], and Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP) [38]. SAT solution is also set by P
systems with active membranes by division rule for elementary
membranes without dissolution rule. It's verified in [39].
Separation rules are utilized instead of division rules in [40],
where it created two new membranes each of them has one
new object and the rest of them are replicating. These rules had
restrictions that created an exponential workspace in
membranes terms in polynomial time, not in objects [41, 42].
The Turing completeness is achieved by using elementary
division rules for nine membranes [16, 43].
TABLE I.

COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR MODEL AND RELATED WORK
[33]

Model in [33]
Only one operation (fusion operation)
is modeled.
Considered that the outer and inner
membranes are two individuals in
skin membranes; each of them has
three nested elementary membranes.
This is not matched with the structure
of biological model.
Depended on Bio Ambients rules
with Mobile membranes to design the
model.
Used an exo behavior to achieve the
final configuration.
Proteins have been produced from the
outer and inner membranes in the
final configuration. This is not
matched with mitochondria function
and their membranes.

Our Model
Two operations (fusion and fission)
are modeled.
Biological model is precisely
designed to describe the operations
occurred in the two nested
mitochondria membranes and
regulates the fusion and fission
processes.
Depended on combination of active
membranes rules with mobile
membranes to design the model.
Used a combination of division,
mexo and mendo behaviors to
achieve the final configuration.
New mitochondria organelles have
been produced from fusion and
fission processes. These
mitochondria organelles are capable
to adapt its metabolic and produce
ATP molecules.
Rules of our model have been given
computational efficiency for many
NP complete problems.
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Regarding the computational complexity of mobile
membranes, four mobile membranes are obtained to prove a
Turing machine power using evolution rules with exo and endo
rules [44].
P automata variant is used to describe a mitochondrial
fusion model [45]. It represented the procedure of specific
protein production that is necessary for mitochondrial fusion
[17]. In [33], Giannakis and Andronikos referred to use six
biological operations described in [46]. The most important
process of them is the exocytosis operation used in the
mitochondrial fusion model that concerns a mitochondrial
fusion mechanism with communication orders and specific
actions. The comparison between our model and their study
[33] will be introduced in Table I.
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
To present our model, firstly we describe the biological
background for mitochondria actions (fusion and fission
models), after that we will describe the biological actions by
Mutual Dynamic Membranes (MDM) with P Systems.
A. Mitochondrial Fusion Model
A mitochondria fusion mechanism includes specific actions
and communications motivatedby the structure and the
functioning of the distribution of mitochondrial fusion in the
renewal of the mitochondrial population within an eukaryotic
cell.
We will demonstrate the proposed scheme using an actual
biochemical model of mitochondrial fusion processes. The
proposed model consists of five actual membranes, the cell
which acts as an “environment” in the P systems. The skin
membrane has two non-elementary membranes called “Outer
Membranes” with each one has one elementary membrane
called “Inner Membranes”. Both inner and outer membranes
have operations “rules” executed by proteins that are
considered as “objects” in the P systems. Then, a new
mitochondrion is produced in the environment.
1) Fusion biological model: As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
biological description of a mitochondrial fusion model is
designed by Cell Designer software. In the fusion model, the
joining of two organelles into one was applied through two
basic operations, Outer and Inner membrane fusion.
a) First operation: The fusion of outer membrane: There
are several proteins involved in the fusion process of the outer
membrane such as mitofusin 1 and 2 (MFN1& MFN2).
Oxidative stress and the presence of high levels of oxidized
glutathione (GSSG) are inducer signals for outer membrane
fusion. These signals induced serial of constitutive steps as the
following: oxidative stress and the excess formation of
glutathione oxidized form (GSSG) induce mitofusins
complexes in the outer membrane to act in trans. This
induction of trans complexes of mitofusin proteins was
mediated by disulfide bonds owing to the binding of organelle
and causing fusion of the outer membranes [47].

Fig. 3. Fusion Operations for Mitochondria Membranes.

b) Second operation: The fusion of inner membrane: A
particular protein termed Optic Atrophy 1 (OPA1) has
participated in the fusion of the inner membrane. The fusion
was initiated by oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) and
advanced ATP levels as inducer signals. Concerning to
OXPHOS signal these steps have occurred as follows:
 The presence of OXPHOS increases Yme1L
metalloprotease. Yme1L and Oma1 activate the
Proteolytic processing of Opa1 from the long-form to
the soluble short form leading to inner membrane
fusion.


With regards to higher ATP levels, this signal was
linked with GTP-loading and hydrolysis by the action
of the kinase (NM23-H4) leading to conversion of
OPA1 to short-form causing inner membrane fusion
[47].

2) Fusion membranes using Mutual Dynamic Membranes
(MDM) with P Systems: Active and mobile membranes with P
systems are used to obtain the behavior of cooperation rules
such that using more than one object on the left-hand side of
the rule. The biochemical reactions in mitochondria organelles
are usually created by the reaction of two or more proteins
represented as normal objects that can improve through the
computation to get the final configuration.
In the following configuration, proteins MFN1, MFN2, and
OPA1 are used as “activators” of rules; these proteins are
engaged in the fusion process and are important for the
regulation of certain chemical processes. These proteins are
also responsible for determining which rules apply in each
phase leading to a final configuration.
П1= (V, H, µ, W, R, i0) be a P system with the initial degree of
the system is n = 5.
 The system can be viewed as a set of five membranes
labeled by elements of H = {s,1,2,3,4} arranged in a
hierarchical structure which including skin membrane
„s‟ contains two non-elementary membranes „1‟ and „3‟
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each one of them has one elementary membrane, „2‟ in
„1‟ and „4‟ in „3‟.
 The initial configuration, µ given by [[[]2]1[[]4]3]s
 The finite multisets of objects are represented by w1, w2,
w3, w4, ws where ws= ϕ, w1=w3 have proteins of outer
membranes, MFN1 and MFN2. And w2=w4 have
proteins of inner membranes, OPA1. These are placed
in membranes of the initial system. For simplicity, we
will be considered MFN1=a, MFN2=b, OPA1=c,
new_MFN1= aˋ, new_ MFN2= bˋ and new_OPA1=cˋ.
Such that, a, b, c, aˋ, bˋ, cˋ∈ V
 R is a finite set of the development rules over V of the
following forms, (R1, R2, …, R6).
 i is 0, refer to the environment, “cell” in the system.

Initial Configuration

4) Apply mexo rule on membranes 4 and 3
R4: [ [ a b ]1 [ a b [ cˋ ]4 ]3] s → [ [ a b ]1 [a b ]3 [cˋ]4] s, where
a, b, c, cˋ∈V.

5) Apply merging rule on membranes 1 and 3(the new
membrane has label 1)
R5: [ [ a b ]1 [a b ]3 [ cˋ]4]s → [ [aˋbˋ ]1 [ cˋ]4 ]s, where a, b, aˋ,
bˋ, cˋ∈V.

6) Apply mendo rule on membranes 4 and 1

1) Apply mexo rule on membranes 2 and 1.
R1: [ [ a b [ c ]2]1[ a b [ c ]4 ]3]s→[ [ a b]1 [ c]2 [ a b [c ]4 ]3 ]s,
where a, b, c ∈V.

R6: [ [aˋbˋ ]1 [ cˋ]4] s → [ [aˋbˋ [ cˋ]4 ]1] s, where aˋ, bˋ, cˋ∈V.

2) Apply mendo rule on membranes 2 and 3.

Final Configuration

R2: [ [ a b ]1[ c]2 [ a b [c ]4 ]3 ]s →[ [ a b ]1 [a b [ c ]4 [ c ]2 ]3
]s, where a, b, c ∈V.

3) Apply merging rule on membranes 2 and 4 (the new
membrane has label 4)
R3: [ [ a b ]1 [ a b [ c ]4 [ c ]2 ]3] s → [ [ a b ]1 [ a b [ cˋ]4 ]3] s,
where a, b, c, cˋ∈V.

B. Mitochondrial Fission Model
A mitochondria fission mechanism is described by variants
of active and mobile membranes using realistic biological
operations. The proposed model consists of three actual
membranes, the skin membrane which is a surface membrane,
and the cell that acts as an “environment” in the P systems. The
skin membrane has one non-elementary “Outer Membrane”
that has one “Inner Membrane”. Both inner and outer
membranes have operations “rules” executed by proteins
considered “objects” in the P systems. After that, two
mitochondria are produced in the environment.
1) Fission biological model: Fig. 4 presented the
biological description of mitochondrial fission regulation
model. It designed by cell designer software. According to
division operation, the fission model was included dividing one
mitochondria organelle into two new ones. It should be taken
in consideration that a dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) is the
principal controller protein complicated in fission process. The
Drp1 mobilization from cytosol onto the surface of
mitochondria is essential and established via many proteins
found on the outer membrane of mitochondria. They included
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mitochondrial fission factor (Mff) and mitochondrial dynamics
proteins 49 and 51 (MiD49 and MiD51). The regulation of
fission process is completed by one of the following four basic
modes [47]:

The following sequencing steps were included in the fission
mode.
I- Steps regards to high ADP level signal:
1) The presence of high levels of ADP initiates the
binding of ADP with MiD51 receptor.
2) The bounded ADP with receptor induces MiD51
activation.
3) The activated MiD51 associates with Drp1.
4) The activated and associated MiD51 with Drp1 causes
Drp1 mobilization to mitochondria resulted in activation of
mitochondria fission.
II-Steps regards to high AMP level signal:

Fig. 4. Fission Operations for Mitochondria Membranes.

Mode (1): showed the inhibition of mitochondrial fission. It
induced by signals included exercise and nitrogen starvation.
The mode was done through the following sequencing steps:
1) Exercise and nitrogen starvation induce protein kinase
A (PKA) activation.
2) The activated PKA causes phosphorylation of Drp1 at
amino acid serine no. 637 (Ser637).
3) Phosphorylated Drp1 keep hold of Drp1 in cytosol
preventing the fission process.
Mode (2): revealed the induction of mitochondrial fission.
It initiated via signals such as metabolic uncoupling of the
organelle and calcineurin.
The mode was done through the following sequencing
steps:
1) Metabolic uncoupling of the organelle activates
calcineurin.
2) The activated calcineurin dephosphorylates Drp1 at
Ser637 (i.e. convert Drp1 from the phosphorylated to
dephosphorylated form).
3) Dephosphorylated Drp1 allows mobilization of Drp1 to
mitochondria resulted in activation of mitochondria fission.
Mode (3): exhibited the induction of mitochondrial fission.
It began through signals such as cold exposure and oncogenic
RasG12V. The mode was done through the following
sequencing steps:
1) Cold exposure activates PKA, as well as oncogenic
RasG12V activates mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK).
2) The activated PKA and MAPK phosphorylates Drp1 at
Ser616.
3) The phosphorylatedDrp1 links with both MiD51 and
Mff leading to activation of mitochondrial fission.
Mode (4): illustrated the induction of the mitochondrial
fission through high adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and
adenosine monophosphate (AMP) levels as induction signals.

1) The elevated AMP levels are detected by AMPactivated protein kinase (AMPK).
2) AMPK causes the phosphorylation of Mff protein
receptor.
3) The phosphorylated Mff receptor binds to Drp1.
4) Drp1 bounded to phosphorylate Mff organizes Drp1 to
mitochondria and activates mitochondria fission.
2) Fission membranes using Mutual Dynamic Membranes
(MDM) with P system: The chemical reactions in mitochondria
organelles are mainly caused by the reaction of two or more
proteins. These are depicted as normal objects that can evolve
by division computation, mexo, and mendo rules to get the
final configuration.
In the following computation, proteins DRP1, MFF,
MID51, PKA, Calcineurin, AMPK, and MAPK are used in P
systems as “activators” of rules, where proteins are regulated
certain biochemical reactions to the fission process occur.
П2= (V, H, µ, W, R, i) be a P system with active and
mobile membranes with the initial degree of the system is n =
3.
 The system can be viewed as a set of three membranes
labeled by elements of H= {s, 1, 2} arranged in a
hierarchical structure which including the skin
membrane „s‟ contains two nested membranes „1‟ and
„2‟.
 The initial configuration µ given by [[[]2]1] s.
 The finite multisets of objects are represented by w0,
ws, w1, w2 where w0 has proteins of the environment,
ws has proteins of the surrounding of the outer
membrane, w1 has proteins of an outer membrane and
w2 has proteins of an inner membrane. These are placed
in membranes of the initial system. For simplicity, we
will be considered DRP1=a, DRP1-PS637 = as637,
DRP1-PS616 = as616, MFF=b, Phospho-MFF=bp,
MID51=c,
PKA=d,
Calcineurin=e,
AMPK=f,
MAPK=g. Then, w0=d, f, g, ws=a, e, w1=b, c and
w2=ϕ. Such that, a, as637, as616, b, bp, c, d, e, f, g∈ V.
 R is a finite set of the development rules in V of the
following forms associated with the labels including
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evolution, communication, division, mexo, and mendo
rules, (R7, R8, ..., R33).
 i is 0, refer to the environment, “cell” in the system.

4) Apply object evolution rule [as367 → a]
R10: e as367 [ [b c]1 [ ]2] s→ [ a [b c]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, e,
as367 ∈V.
Initial Configuration of Mode 1
1) Apply mexo rule on membranes 2 and 1.
R7: d [a [b c [ ]2 ]1] s → d [a [ b c]1 [ ]2 s, where a, b, c, d ∈V.
(mode1)

5) Apply communication rule; a object is sent in the
membrane 1
R11: [a [b c]1 [ ]2] s→ [ [a b c]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, ∈V.
(mode2)
2) Apply object evolution rule in the same region [a →
as367]
R8: d [a [b c]1[ ]2] s → d [as367 [ b c]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, d,
as367

6) Apply communication rule; c object is sent out from the
membrane 1
R12: [ [a b c]1 [ ]2] s → [c [a b]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, ∈V.
(mode2)
Note: as367 object leads to inhibition of mitochondrial fission,
then it interaction with e object to activate fission process in
mode.

7) Apply division rule on membrane 1 (the different
membranes labels 3, 4 are results)
R13: [c [a b]1 [ ]2] s→ [c [a b]3 [a b]4 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c∈ V.
(mode2)

Initial Configuration of Mode 2
3) Apply communication rule; as367 object is sent out from
the skin membrane s.
R9: e [as367 [b c]1 [ ]2] s →e as367 [ [ b c]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c,
e, as367 ∈V. (mode2)
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8) Apply division rule on membrane 2 (the different
membranes labels 5, 6 are results).
R14: [c [a b]3 [a b]4 [ ]2 ]s →[c [a b]3 [a b]4 [ ]5 [ ]6 ]s, where
a, b, c∈ V. (mode2).
3) Apply communication rule; as616 sent in the membrane
1,
R19: d [as616 [b c ]1[ ]2 s → d [ [as616 b c ]1[ ]2] s, where b, c, d,
as616∈V.
9) Apply mendo rule on membranes 5 and 3.
R15: [c [a b]3 [a b]4 [ ]5 [ ]6] s → [c [a b [ ]5 ]3[a b ]4 [ ]6] s,
where a, b, c∈ V. (mode2)

4) Apply division rule on membrane 1 (the different
membranes labels 3, 4 are results).
R20: d [ [as616 b c]1[ ]2] s → d [ [as616 b]3[as616 c]4 [ ]2] s, where
b, c, d, as616∈V.

10) Apply mendo rule on membranes 6 and 4.
R16: [c [a b [ ]5 ]3[a b ]4 [ ]6] s → [c [ab [ ]5 ]3[a b [ ]6]4] s,
where a, b, c∈ V. (mode2)

5) Apply division rule on membrane 2 (the different
membranes labels 5, 6 are results).
R21: d [ [as616b]3[as616c]4 [ ]2] s → d [ [as616b]3 [as616c]4 [ ]5 [ ]6]
s, where b, c, d, as616 ∈V.

Rules of mode3:

1) Apply mexo rule on membranes 2 and 1

6) Apply mendo rule on membranes 5 and 3

R17: d [g [b c [ ]2 ]1] s → d [g [b c]1[ ]2] s, where b, c, d, g ∈V.

2) Apply object evolution rule in the same region,
[g→as616].
R18: d [g [b c ]1[ ]2] s → d [as616 [b c ]1[ ]2] s, where b, c, d, g,
as616 ∈V.

R22: d [ [as616 b]3[as616 c]4 [ ]5 [ ]6] s → d [ [as616 b [ ]5 ]3[as616
c]4 [ ]6] s, where b, c, d, as616 ∈V.

7) Apply mendo rule on membranes 6 and 4
R23: d [ [as616 b [ ]5 ]3[as616 c]4 [ ]6] s → d [ [as616 b [ ]5 ]3[as616 c
[ ]6 ]4] s, where b, c, d, as616∈V.
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Final Configuration of Mode3

5) Apply communication rule; a object is sent in skin
membrane.

Rules of mode 4:

R28: a [b [bp c]1 [ ]2] s → [a b [bpc]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, bp
∈V.

Initial Configuration of mode 4
1) Apply mexo rule on membranes 2 and 1.
R24: a [ f [b c [ ]2 ]1]s→ a [ f [b c]1 [ ]2 ]s , where a, b, c, f
∈V.

6) Apply communication rule; a object is sent in
membrane 1.
R29: [a b [bp c]1 [ ]2] s → [b [a bp c]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, bp
∈V.

2) Apply object evolution rule, [ f → bp].
R25: a [ f [b c]1 [ ]2] s → a [ bp [b c]1 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c, f,
bp∈ V.

7) Apply division rule on membrane 1 (the different
membranes labels 3, 4 are results).
R30: [b [a bp c]1 [ ]2] s → [b [a c]3 [a bp ]4 [ ]2] s, where a, b, c,
bp ∈V.

3) Apply communication rule; bp object is sent in
membrane 1.
R26: a [bp [b c]1 [ ]2 ]s→ a [ [bpb c]1 [ ]2 ]s , where a, b, c, bp
∈V.

8) Apply division rule on membrane 2 (the different
membranes labels 5, 6 are results).
R31: [ b [a c]3 [a bp ]4 [ ]2] s → [b [a c]3 [a bp ]4 [ ]5 [ ]6] s,
where a, b, c, bp ∈V.

4) Apply communication rule; b object is sent out from
membrane1.
R27: a [ [bp b c]1 [ ]2 ]s → a[b [bpc]1 [ ]2 ]s, where a, b, c, bp∈
V.
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9) Apply mendo rule on membranes 5 and 3.
R32: [ b [a c]3 [a bp ]4 [ ]5 [ ]6] s→ [b [a c [ ]5]3 [a bp ]4 [ ]6] s,
where a, b, c, bp ∈V.

COMPUTATIONAL POWER OF RULES RECOGNIZER IN
PROPOSED MODEL
Rules Applied in our
Models

Rules Types

Final Configuration of Mode 4
C. Computational Properties of Proposed Model
There are several features of our model and are really
appropriate for many problems (solvable) that will be
discussed:
1) Distribution: the behavior of interactive systems in the
mitochondrial model depends on nonlinearly results from
protein composition to get a new configuration.
2) Algorithmically: Our computability model is defined by
active and mobile variants, which deal with the Turing
machine's computational power or other classic representations
of algorithms, making full computational models as
decidability devices and efficient algorithms to solve NPcomplete problems in polynomial time easy to simulate (and
exponential space).
3) Transparency: the rules applied in this model are
nothing else than reaction equations as illustrated in the
previous subsection, biological fusion, and fission models
without any mysterious notation and mysterious behavior.
4) Non-determinism: our model is viewed as a collection
of instructions/rules, with the sole structure being that imposed
by membrane localization, but structure inside each membrane
consisting of rigid sequences of instructions of programs
written in common programming languages.

PSPACE

R8, R10, R18, R25

√

*

√

R11, R19, R26, R28,
R29

-

√

√

R9, R12, R27

-

√

√

R13, R14, R20, R21,
R30, R31

*

√

√

√ denotes allowed types of rules; * denotes disallowed types and - Rules with no impact on the
computational power

Details of the notations P, NP, and PSPACE with
definitions are presented in [48]. P is referred to Problems that
had been solved in polynomial time with the evolution and
rewriting rules for only one membrane [18, 49, and 50]. For
instance, the ranking problem for three numbers had been
solved by conventional computers. It has a computational
power with P systems with an evolution rule. SUBSET SUM
problem is belonging to a class of NP-complete problems that
have been solved by division rule for elementary membranes
with communication rules. In [51], the efficiency proof of its
solution is demonstrated in uniform linear time. The QSAT
problem is belonging to a class of PSPACE problems that are
called "second class computers". QSAT has been solved by
different families of active membranes. PSPACE class has
been confirmed as an upper bound of the computations in
polynomial time with P systems in [41].
Briefly, Table II is the summary of computational
complexity power of rules that belong to active variant and
used in this model. Presenting accepted classes of problems in
polynomial time. The rules of types from (b, c, and d) can
solve NP-complete problems in polynomial time as shown in
the fifth column in Table II. Where the division rules for
elementary membranes are unrestricted which leads to an
increase of computational power [52, 53]. While the rules of
types from (a) to (d) are suitable to address PSPACE problems
in polynomial time. In [54] highlighted the role of different
restrictions/extensions of evolution, communication rules.
B. Solving SAT Problem using MDM
 The Satisfiability of a propositional logic formula in
conjunctive normal form is known as the SAT problem.
It is classified as a strong problem in categories of NPcomplete problems.
o

V. EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS TO DIFFERENT CLASSES OF
PROBLEMS USING PROPOSED MODEL
A. Computational Complexity Classes with Proposed Model
The types of rules used in the proposed model are shown in
the first column of Table II, while the applied rules for each
type are listed in the second column. The basic classes of
computational complexity problems have been shown in the
second row are matched to the set of rules in the third column
presenting solvability of each rule type.

NP

Evolution rule (a)

Membranes Division
rule (d)

R33: [b [a c[ ]5]3 [a bp ]4 [ ]6 ]s → [b [a c[ ]5]3 [a bp[ ]6 ]4]s,
where a, c, bp ∈V.

P

In-Communication
rule (b)
Out-Communication
rule (c)

10) Apply mendo rule on membranes 6 and 4.

Classes of Problems

For any instance of SAT, Consider the following
expression:
β = C1∧C2∧…∧Cm over X = {x1, x2,…,xn} such xi
,where 1 ≤ i≤ n. In this case, (n = 3).

o

For each Ci, 1 ≤ i≤ m. In this case (m=3), a
disjunction of the form Ci= y1∨y2∨…∨yr (r ≤ n),
where each yj indicates to variable xk or negation of
xk, ̅ k
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o

The working over the alphabet: V = {z, ̅, q, ̅, g,
g0, γ, ̅ , yes, no, bi, ti, fi, γi, ̅ i| 1 ≤ i≤ n}

o

We construct the system by use the fission model
configuration that has MDM rules to generate all
potential variables assignments, {x1, . . ., xn}. By
rules of MDM to solve the SAT problem as
follows:

1) [bi]s→ [ti bi+1]s [fi bi+1]s, for 1 ≤ i≤ n − 1 (division rule)
[bn]s→ [tn γ1]s [fn γ1]s (division rule)
[g0]1→ [ ̅ 1]1 [ ̅ 1]1 (division rule)
2



2

n

membranes are created from the first two rules and
labeled by s contain all potential variables assignments,
{x1, . . ., xn}. Each membrane labeled by s is assigned
by object γ1.
n

membranes labeled by 1 are created from the
following two rules. Each one of them contains object
̅ 1. The correct assignments for C1 are determined by
using symbols γ1 and ̅ 1 in two steps.

2) [tjγi]s[ ̅ i]1→ [[tjγi]s ̅ i]1

(mendo)

[[tjγi]s̅i]1→ [tj γi+1]s[̅i+1]1

(in case Ci includes the literal xj)
[fjγi]s[ ̅i]1→ [[fjγi]s ̅i]1

(mendo)

[[fjγi]s ̅i]1→ [fj γi+1]s[̅i+1]1

(mexo)

 The size of the working alphabet is 4n+4m+ 13. The
number of used rules is computed as follows: the
number of rules from type (i) is n + 2, the number of
rules from type (ii) is 4nm, the number of rules from
type (iii) is n + 2m + 3 and the number of rules from
type (iv) is 2 rules.

VI. REPRESENTATION MODEL USING UML

(in case Ci includes the literal ￢xj)

Different diagrams of UML are used to analyze the
behavior of mitochondria fusion-fission models. The first
diagram represents the modality of normal mitochondria
organelles in the living cell using an object diagram as shown
in Fig. 5.

(mendo)

[[tjγm]s ̅m]1→ [tj z]s[̅m]1

 When membrane 4 enters membrane s in (2m+n+1)
step, a yes object is created. But a no object is created
when no membrane s contains an object q. When
membrane 3 enters membrane 4, one of these two rules
cannot be applied anymore. Finally, the computation
result is either a yes or a no object in the system.

 As a result, the size of the computing system to solve
SAT is O(mn). Because n + 2m is an odd number, the
computation ends in n + 2m + 3. As a result, we had to
do an extra step before obtaining q object from cn+2m+1.
If n+2m is an even integer, then after n + 2m+ 2 steps, q
object is generated.

(mexo)

[tjγm]s[ ̅m]1→ [[tjγm]s ̅m]1

4) iv. [ ̅]s[z]4→ [[yes]4]s (mendo)
[q]3[ ̅]4→ [[no]3]4 (mendo).

[g]1→ [ ]1[ ]1 (division rule)


steps is larger than n + 2m + 1, this is indicated to clauses are
not satisfy. Then an object q is generated, that will create an
object no. The number n + 2m + 1 correspond to the following
steps: generating space in n steps, validate assignments in 2m
steps, generating a yes object in one step. Additionally, step
can be applied; membrane 2 including the object cn+2m+1
becomes sibling with membrane 3, thus increasing the number
of steps needed to generate d object to n + 2m+ 2.

(mexo)

(in case Cm includes the literal xj)
[fjγm]s[ ̅m]1→ [[fjγm]s ̅m]1

(mendo)

[[fjγm]s ̅m]1→ [fj z]s[̅m]1

(mexo)

(in case Cm includes the literal ￢xj)
The objects γi from the identical membrane s are
exchanged by γi+1 if the assignments fulfilled the clause Ci. The
assignments from the membranes which contain γi+1 satisfy the
clauses C1,…,Ci, then, the object γi+1 indicate the result in next
step the clause Ci+1 is checked. If all clauses are satisfied, then
the membranes which have these assignments will be marked
by object ̅.
3) [ci γ]2[ ̅ ]3→ [[ci+1 γ]2 ̅ ]3 (mendo)
[[ci γ]2̅]3→ [ci+1γ]2 [̅]3 (mexo)
[[cn+2m+1γ]2 ̅]3→ [d γ]2[̅]3 (mexo)
[cn+2m+1 γ]2[̅]3→ [[cn+2m+1 γ]2 ̅]3 (mendo)
The mentioned rules in (iii) are used to determine the
number of steps is applied in rules of type (ii). If the number of

Fig. 5 revealed that the object diagram is combined from a
superclass titled cell that is considered as “environment” in P
systems. The super class is consisting of many objects that
represent components of a living cell that contains at least two
mitochondria. Our proposed design is interested in
mitochondria object which is a sub class from the superclass.
The mitochondria object has some attributes such as DNA,
RNA, and the mitochondria functional operations. The basic
operations of mitochondria objects are fusion, fission, motility,
and mitophagy, while in the current study, the authors focused
on the fusion and fission operations. The outer and inner
membranes objects are composited from mitochondria objects,
where each mitochondrion has one outer membrane and one
inner membrane, and all of them, have some attributes that are
represented by proteins that involved in the fusion and fission
processes.
Fig. 5 revealed that the object diagram is combined from a
superclass titled cell that is considered as “environment” in P
systems. The super class is consisting of many objects that
represent components of a living cell that contains at least two
mitochondria. Our proposed design is interested in
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mitochondria object which is a sub class from the superclass.
The mitochondria object has some attributes such as DNA,
RNA, and the mitochondria functional operations. The basic
operations of mitochondria objects are fusion, fission, motility,
and mitophagy, while in the current study, the authors focused
on the fusion and fission operations. The outer and inner
membranes objects are composited from mitochondria objects,
where each mitochondrion has one outer membrane and one
inner membrane, and all of them, have some attributes that are
represented by proteins that involved in the fusion and fission
processes.
The diagram is illustrated in Fig. 6, the activity diagram
and represents the interactions that occurred in two
mitochondria objects to keep their metabolic regulation using
fusion operations. The events that occurred to complete fusion
operations of the two normal mitochondria organelles were

analyzed in Fig. 6. First, both outer membranes object with
their contents such as proteins, enzymes, and ATP molecules
are merged by chemical interactions to complete the binding
process owing to the formation of a new outer membrane
object. Second, both inner membranes object was merged
using other chemical operations involved in the binding
process followed by the production of a new inner membrane
object. Lastly, both objects are joined producing new outer and
new inner membranes leading to the production of new
mitochondrion object which contains inherits behaviors from
the original one. In Fig. 7, actions and events are analyzed to
complete fission operations to the one normal mitochondrion
organelle. First, the object of Drp1 protein is called to
mitochondrion object to interact with proteins in the outer
membrane, then one action from four actions will be activated
the fission operation according to the required signal. Finally,
the mitochondrion divided into two mitochondria organelles.

Fig. 5. Object Diagram of Mitochondria Components.

Fig. 6. Activity Diagram for Actions Fusion Model.
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Fig. 7. Activity Diagram for Actions Fission Model.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
P systems can be used to model biological and
physiological processes. This paper proposed a model of two
actual biological functions of important organelle in a living
cell, mitochondria fusion, and fission. This model, MDM,
combined a set of rules from different variants of P systems,
division rule with mexo and mendo rules that provided higher
efficiency in terms of space complexity rather than using rules
of active membranes only. The conclusion of this work can be
summarized in terms of three aspects. First, P is a
computational power set of evolution rules in polynomial time.
While a set of PSPACE problems are solved in polynomial
time using polynomial uniform of active membranes families
with the operation of elementary membrane division. This is
one of the most well-studied methods for getting an
exponential working space in order to exchange space for time
and solve computationally difficult problems (commonly NPcomplete problems) in a timely manner (typically polynomial
or even linear). Second, this research introduced a semiuniform linear time solution to SAT problem using MDM rules
with 3 membranes. From the results, we proofed that only three
membranes suffice in solving the SAT problem. MDM is faster
than other models that used 9 membranes to obtain
computational universality. Finally, using biological models
and development of their object relationship diagrams have
been implemented using object-oriented programming (OOP)
to be used as an analysis tool for complex data of mitochondria
neurodegenerative diseases.
Future research topics may include:
1) Understanding of the remaining two operations of
mitochondrial regulation (motility and mitophagy) and
simulated them by P systems variants.
2) Designing a complete model for metabolic regulation of
mitochondrial dynamics.
3) By different kinds of cell-like P systems.

4) Complete understanding of physiological processes for
studying different diseases and malfunctions involved in
human neurodegenerative system mediated by irregular
mitochondria.
5) Investigating and studying other biological operations
for modeling other echo systems using different P systems
variants.
6) We hope to define and develop a new strategy in OOP
using P systems with active and dynamic rules to solve
nondeterministic problems in polynomial time specifically in
Machine Learning algorithms.
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